
Twenty-five Point A�ne Geometry

November 1999

The Definitions and Theorems

Definition 1: A point is any letter A through Y . There are twenty-five
points in this geometry. The points are arranged in blocks in the following
three ways:

A B C D E A I L T W A X Q O H
F G H I J S V E H K R K I B Y
K L M N O G O R U D J C U S L
P Q R S T Y C F N Q V T M F D
U V W X Y M P X B J N G E W P

Block I Block II Block III

Definition 2: A line is any row or column in one of the three blocks above.
Therefore, a line contains five distinct points. There are only thirty lines and ev-
ery point is on six di↵erent lines in this finite geometry. For example, THUNB
is a line (in Block II) and point T is on lines PQRST and EJOTY in Block I,
lines AILTW, and THUNB in Block II, and lines V TMFD and XKCTG in
Block III.

Theorem 1: Given any two distinct points, there is one and only one line
containing both of them. For example, given points T andK, only lineXKCTG
contains both of them.

Definition 3: Two lines are parallel if they have no points in common. The
points are arranged in the blocks so that parallel lines must lie in the same block
and both be rows or both be columns.

Theorem 2: Given any two distinct lines, either they are parallel or they
have only one point in common. Lines FGHIJ (in Block I) and IV OCP (in
Block II) both contain point I.

Theorem 3: Given a line and a point not on the line, there is one and
only one line containing the point and parallel to the given line. For example,
given line ASGYM and point R, line LERFX is the only line containing R
and parallel to line ASGYM .

Definition 4: Two lines are perpendicular if one of them is a row and the
other a column in the same block. For example, lines FGHIJ and CHMRW
are perpendicular and intersect at point H while lines FGHIJ and LERFX
intersect at point F but are not perpendicular.

Theorem 4: Through any point, there is one and only one line perpen-
dicular to a given line. For example, given line AFKPU and point N , line
KLMNO is perpendicular to line AFKPU and contains N .
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Definition 5: The distance between any two points is the least number of
steps separating the points on the line which contains them. Lines do not have
end points so when considering distances, it might be best to think of the five
points of a line as being cyclic:

A

U F

P K

For example, on line AFKPU , distance AF = 1, distance AK = 2, distance
AP = 2 (not 3), and distance AU = 1 (not 4). Row distances do not equal
column distances so row distances will be distinguished from column distances
by using a prime. Therefore, on line ABCDE, distance AB = 10, AC = 20,
AD = 20, and AE = 10. Therefore, between two distinct points there are only
four possible distances: 1, 2, 10, and 20. In this geometry, row distances and
column distances are not comparable.

Definition 6: Point x is the midpoint of points a and b if x is on the line
containing points a and b and distance ax equals distance xb. For example, on
line EJOTY point J is the midpoint of points E and O while point T is the
midpoint of points E and J .

Two figures are considered di↵erent if they have a di↵erent set of points.

The Problems

Part A Triangles

Definition: A triangle is a set of three non-collinear points.

1. How many di↵erent triangles are therein this geometry?

2. There are three types of triangles: equilateral, isosceles, and scalene.
Each comes in four di↵erent sizes. What type of triangle is each of the following:
FAR, NHL, and SLO?

3. Prove or Disprove: All scalene triangles are right triangles. (A right
triangle has two perpendicular sides.)

4. Find the circumcenter, the centroid, and the orthocenter of triangle ABN .
Show these points are collinear. (This line is called the Euler Line.)

Part B Quadrilaterals

Definition: A quadrilateral is a set of four points, no three of which are
collinear.

5. How many di↵erent quadrilaterals are there?

6. There are eleven types of quadrilaterals:
a) a general quadrilateral (no k sides)
b) a general trapezoid (no ?’s)
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c) an isosceles trapezoid
d) a general right trapezoid (no ⇠= sides)
e) a right trapezoid with 2 congruent sides
f) a right trapezoid with 3 congruent sides (!)
g) a general parallelogram (adjacent sides are not ⇠= or ?)
h) a rectangle
i) a rhombus
j) a kite
k) a dart

kite dart

Match each of these quadrilaterals with its distinct type. (The vertices of a
quadrilateral are always named in order.)

1) AV QK 2) AKCR 3) ACQG 4) AKLQ 5) MIBF
6) V BDW 7) BWHL 8) AGQI 9) BFV H 10) AYDW
11) APNS

(Once the eleven types of quadrilaterals have been identified, the following
theorems can be easily seen. This is NOT part of this Power Contest Question:

The opposite sides of a parallelogram (rectangle, and rhombus) are con-
gruent.

The diagonals of a parallelogram (rectangle, and rhombus) bisect each
other.

The diagonals of a rectangle and isosceles trapezoid are congruent.
The diagonals of a rhombus, kite, and dart are perpendicular.
The diagonals of a right trapezoid with three congruent sides are par-

allel!)

7. Prove or disprove: If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel and
congruent, then the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

8. Prove or disprove: There are no squares in this geometry.

Part C Circles

Definition: A circle is the set of six points a given distance (called the
radius) from a given point (called the center).

9a. Find a circle centered at point E with a radius of 20.

9b. What is the center and radius of the circle {K, J, Y, P, V,G}?
10. How many di↵erent circles are there?
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11. In any triangle, the three midpoints of the sides, the three feet of the
altitudes, and the midpoints of the segments joining the vertices to the centroid
all lie on a circle called the Feuerbach Circle. Consider again the triangle
ABN from problem 4 in Part A. What is the center of its Feuerbach Circle?

12. Prove or Disprove: A line through the center of a circle always intersects
the circle at two points.

Part D Conics

Definition: A parabola is the set of points equidistant from a given point
(called the focus) and a given line (called the directrix.)

d1

d2

directrix

F

13. How many di↵erent parabolas are there?

14. Determine the set of five points of the parabola whose directrix is line
AFKPU and focus is point M .

Definition: A line tangent to a parabola intersects the parabola at only one
point and is not perpendicular to the directrix. Of the five points of a parabola,
one is the vertex and the other four form two pairs of endpoints of a focal

chord (a chord going through the focus).

focal chord

F

15a. Consider parabola {TIGED} whose focus is point X and directrix is
line Y CFNQ. Determine the five tangent lines to this parabola.

15b. Make a conjecture regarding the tangent line through the vertex. Sup-
port your conjecture with evidence.

15c. Make a conjecture about a pair tangent lines that are tangent to the
endpoints of a focal chord. Your conjecture should involve the directrix. Support
your conjecture with evidence.

The Solutions
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1. (25)(24)(20)
3! = 2000

2. FAR = equilateral; NHL = isosceles; SLO = scalene

3. For a triangle to be scalene all sides must have di↵erent lengths. Since
there are only two row distances and only two column distances, one side of the
triangle must have a row distance length and another side must have a column
distance length. Since the lines containing these sides must intersect, they must
lie in the same block with one a row and the other a column. Therefore, these
two sides are perpendicular and hence the triangle must be a right triangle.

4a. The circumcenter is the intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of
the sides of the triangle. Therefore, the circumcenter is S.

4b. The centroid is the intersection of the medians of a triangle. Therefore
the centroid is X.

4c. The orthocenter is the intersection of the altitudes of a triangle. There-
fore, the orthocenter is I.

{SVEHK}
N

A B
{DINSX}

{JCUSL}

{AXQOH}

N

A B
{DINSX}

{MPXBJ}

{AILTW}
N

A B
{DINSX}

{RKIBY}

? bisectors medians altitudes

Points S, X, and I all lie in line DINSX, the Euler Line of this triangle.

5. (25)(24)(20)(13)
4! = 6500

6. AV QK: AK k V Q and AV = QK. Therefore, AV QK is a isosceles
trapezoid.

AKCR: AK k RC, AR k KC, no perpendiculars. Therefore, AKCR is a
general parallelogram.

ACQG: AC = CQ, QG = GA, AC ? QG at B, CQ ? GA at Y . Therefore,
ACQG is a dart.

AKLQ: AK k QL, AK ? KL, KL ? QL, no opposite congruent sides.
Therefore, AKQL is a general right trapezoid.

MIBF : MI k BF , IB k MF , IB ? IM . Therefore, MIBF is a rectangle.
AGV F : GV k FA, AG 6= V F , no perpendiculars. Therefore, AGV F is a

general trapezoid.
V BDW : VW k BD, V B ? WB, V B ? BD, no congruent sides. Therefore,

V BDW is a general right trapezoid.
BWHL: BW k HL, WH k LB, BW = WH = HL = LB, no perpendicu-

lars. Therefore, BWHL is a rhombus.
AGQI: no parallels, AG = GQ, QI 6= IA. Therefore, AGQI is a general

quadrilateral.
BFV H: no parallels, BF = HB, FV = V H, HB ? V B, V H ? HB.

Therefore, BFV H is a kite.
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AYDW : AY k |DW , DW ? WA ? AY , AY = Y D = DW 6= WA.
Therefore, AYDW is a right trapezoid with three congruent sides.

APNS: AP k NS, no perpendiculars. Therefore, APNS is a general trape-
zoid.

7. False. Quadrilateral AYDW is a counter example. AY k DW and AY =
DW = 2 but Y D is not k WA. Therefore, AYDW is not a parallelogram.

8. True. A square is a rectangle with congruent sides. Therefore, a square
must have perpendicular and congruent adjacent sides. However, this is impos-
sible since perpendicular sides must lie in the same block, one in a row and the
other in a column but row lengths are never equal to column lengths.

9a. {BKNCSP}
9b. Center = A, radius = 2. Consider the midpoints of the five chords

with endpoint K, the midpoints of the five chords with endpoint J , and the
midpoints of the five chords with endpoint Y . These sets have only point A
in common. (Or alternatively, the perpendicular bisector of chord KJ is line
AILTW and the perpendicular bisector of chord KY is line ARJV N . They
intersect at the center A.)

10. (25)(4)=100.

11. The midpoints of the sides are J , D, and H and the feet of the altitudes
are R, T and D. The circle containing these points is centered at N with a
radius of 2.

12. False. Circle {HIBXWE} is centered at A with a radius of 10. However,
line AFKPU goes through the center A but does not contain any point on the
circle.

13. (30)(20)=600.

14. A distance 10 from line AFKPU and a distance 10 from point M are
points L, T , and J ; a distance 20 from line AFKPU and a distance 20 from
point M are the points D and X. Therefore, the parabola is {LJTDX}.

15a. Lines PQRST , RKIBY , BGLQV , SV EHK, and HY LDP .

15b. The tangent line through the vertex is parallel to the directrix. E must
be the vertex since T , X, and G lie on line XKCTG and I, X, and D lie on
line DINSX. SV ENK is the tangent line through E. Both the tangent line
SV ENK and the directrix Y CFNQ are rows in Block II and hence they are
parallel.

15c. Tangent lines through the endpoints of a focal chord are perpendicular
and intersect on the directrix. Points T and G are the endpoints of a focal chord.
lines PQRST and BGLQV are tangent lines through these points. They are
perpendicular in Block I and intersect at Q, a point on the directrix Y CFNQ.
(Also, points I and D are the endpoints of a focal chord. Lines RKIBY and
HY LDP are tangent lines through these points. They are perpendicular in
Block III and intersect at Y , also a point on the directrix Y CFNQ.)

The Extensions Many more theorems and investigations of this geometry are
presented in Puzzles and Paradoxes by T. H. OBeirne, including its association
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with a triangular lattice system. Of unusual interest is how this geometry is
used to solve a problem regarding the placement of photographic equipment
around a circular race track!
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